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Abstract

The Higher-Order Cognitive component (HOC) is one of three curricu-
lum development efforts within the Humanizing Learning Program. One
mission of the HOC component has been to investigate the domain of
cognition in order to discover or develop a taxonomy of cognitive skills
which is at once sufficient to describe the varieties of skill instruction
previously undertaken and fertile enough to serve as a basis for the
development of ,innovative materials dealing with cognitive skills. To
this end, a search was conducted to identify and evaluate existing
instructional materials, classification schemes, models, hierarchies and
taxonomies of cognition. Analysis and synthesis of this literature re-
sulted in a review of popular classification schemes and available
curriculum materials and the developmerit of what seemed to be a com-
prehensive and viable taxonomya working model for the development
of instructional materials colrering the broad range of intellectull skills.
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Varieties of Cognitive Skills

A conceptual framework is a necessary starting point for a curriculum development effort.
This paper documents the construction of a framework designed to guide the development
oi a kindergarten through eighth-grade curriculum focusing on the training of intellectual
skills and problem solving. in order to develop a model or taxonomy of cognition that could
be used for both descriptive and prescriptive purposes, a search and analysis of educational
and psychological literature was undertaken which resulted in a review of the variety of
models used to classify' cognitive processes, skills, abilities and stages; the development of a
tentative taxonomy which was used to organize the cognitive goals of diverse curriculum
development projects; and the application and enlargement of this taxonomy through an
analysis of the objectives and activities that make up a variety of skill-based instructional
programs.

MODELS OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES

Cognitive and experimental psychologists are typically reticent about publishing theories
and models of human intellectual behavior. They believe, with good reason, that the scope
and variability of intellectual processes cannot be adequately accr.,unted for by any small set
of psychological constructs. Historically, attempts at defining such a global theory have met
with some disdain and with imnossible verification difficulties. The models of the intellect
that are to be found in the literature lend to be constructed for specific psychometric,
educational or clinical purposes. Consequently, despite apparent similarities or contradic-
tions, these models cannot be considered to be theoretical alternatives. Rather these models
or schemes of intelligence, cognitive processes, or problemsolving stages must be treated as
heuristic devices with which the psychologist, clinician or educator seeks to organize
research findings or further his own research ends.

It is interesting to note that lately there has been a renewed interest on the part of
psychologists, and especially educators, in models of intellectual processes. Two trends in
psychology have contributed substantially to this phenomenon. Schoolmen and parents
have become increasingly critical of the use and misuse of intelligence tests in the schools.
For whatever reasons, IQ test scores and resultant differential practices based upon these
scores tend to favor the advantaged, English speaking white population. Educators and



school psychologists have begun to look for alternative means of describing academic
competence and potential, thus, new models of intelligence are in demand. A related trend
began in the early 1960's and centered around research in creativity. Submerged for fifty
years, the creative process, or the creative potential, has recently bect-me a legitimate and
popular field of inquiry. One of the early results of this type of rt.:. ,rch was a widely
disseminated criticism of the established models of intelligencz and academic achievement.
It was argued that creative or divergent thinking ability plays an important role in academic
achievement, in peer group adjustment, and in the production of innovative ideas in all
aspects of life, yet, the creative process has traditionally been ignored as a dimension of
intelligence and neglected as an objective of instruction.

A Psychometric Model: Guilford's "structure of the intellect" model has furthered the cause
of both of these trends. The model has provided an empirical referent for criticisms of
existing IQ measures and has been used by educators, especially, to champion the creative
proLesses against the convergent thinking processes alleged!y tapped by intelligence and
achievement measures. The model is a psychometric one. Intercorrelations between
performance data on a variety of ability tests were manipulated through statistical
techniques such that factors were caused to emerge. These factors appeared to be along
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three major dimensions. Guilford and his associates then introduced additional ability tests
into the analysis in the attempt to define pure measures of independent factors which could
be arranged along the intersections of the three dimensions of intelligence.

Operations, according to Guilfor4are-the intellectual processes what the individual does
with information that comes to his senses. An individual stores and retrieves information, or
engages in the process of memory; he comprehends or understands sense data, or cognizes;

.L he generates information in response to determining conditions, or engages in convergent
thinking; he generates information under conditions where originality and quality of ideas is
stressed, divergent thinking; or he makes judgments about information relative to
established criteria, or evaluates. Each of these operations may be performed relative.to four
different contents or modes of representing information. And the products of operations
upon the content may take six different forms dependent upon the way the individual is
i-rocessini the information. Of the 120 separate abilities described by the model, something
in excess of 80 have been defined operationally to date.

Psychologists tend not to be ambivalent about this model. They are either unalterably
opposed to it in all of its ramifications, or they believe that it offers valuable implications
usually beyond those of Guilford. Without attempting to review the voluminous literature
for and against Guilford's research, suffice it to say that the adherents of the model stress its
utility for defining educational objectives and its critics stress its tenuous predictive validity.
Attempts have been made to devise instructional objectives directly from the cells of the
model (Karnes, 1970; Meeker, 1969) while other psychologists have altered the model to fit
their own instructional interests, e.g., Williams (1970).

Without a doubt, the most pervading aspect of the model is that it includes a dichotomy of
sorts between convergent and divergent production; between creativity and the mare
constrained, typical academic thinking activities. A number of investigations into creativity
followed Guilford's (1959) presentation of the model (Getzels and Jackson, 1962; Torrance,
1965; Wallach and Kogan, 1965; Yamamoto, 1964). Substantial evidence was compiled in
support of the claim that divergent thinking ability was related to academic success. In
addition, support was amassed for the separate dimensionality of creativity and intelligence.

The creativity (divergent thinking) vs. intelligence (convergent thinking) controversy may
serve tu illustrate the utility of Guilford's model for education. Criticisms of its validity and
its predictive significance not withstanding, the model should serve to promote more varied
and multidimensional conceptions of educational objectives.

A Task Analysis Model: Classification of cognitive processes can have another kind of
empirical base, task analysis. Psychologists using this tech!lique aresinterested in defining the
total number of discrete performances necessary to carry out a particular task or set of
tasks. Gagne's learning model, as well as the majority of piobletu-solving models, stems from

3



task analysis and research into the qualitatively different sorts of performances that serve as
prerequisites for complex tasks.

Gagne's model is A classification of the variety of learning paradins. For Gagne, learning a
simpk stimulus-response chain is not only easier than learning to olve a problem, but aWo
the conditions under which the learning occurs, the nature of the rspozi.e, and the internal
conditions of the learner are necessarily different in each case. The following summary is
from Gagne (1970, p.334):

SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS
APPROPRIATE FOR EACH TYPE OF LEARNING

Prerequisite
Learning Type Capability

SS -R Connection Apprehension
of stimulus

Motor Chain

Verbal Chain

Discrimination

Concrete Concept

Rule, including
Defined Concepts

Higher-Order Rule
Problem Solving

Individual
connections

Individual
connections
including
"coding" links

Apprehension
of stimulus

Discriminations

Concepts

Rules

External Conditions of Learning

Presentation of stimulus so that desired response
will be contiguous in time and supply contingent
reinforcement.

A sequence of external cues, stimulating a
sequence of specific responses contiguous in time;
repetition for selection of correct response-
produced stimuli.

A sequence of external verbal cues, stimulating
a sequence of verbal responses contiguous in
time; repetition may be necessary to reduce
interference.

Practice providing contrast of correct and
incorrect stimuli; or, practice providing progres-
sive reduction in stimulus differences.

Responding to a variety of stimuli differing in
appearance, belonging to a single class.

External cues, usually verbal, stimulate the
formation of component concepts contiguously
in a proper sequence; applhation is made in
specific examples.

Self-arousal and selection of previously learned
rules to achieve a novel combination.

In cuntrAst to Guilford's model, problem-solving models, and information-processing
models, Gagne's cumulative learning model deals with thought processes through the
speeifkation of the characteristic performances by which the processes are expressed and



the particular external and internal conditions prerequisite for the emergence of these
processes. The conditions of learning are further elaborated through a specification of the
events and procedures of instruction (Gagne, 1970). Gagne's model is not, however, a model
of thinking. It's value lies in its utility for deriving instructional objectives, designing
curricula to meet the objectives and designing the process of instruct;on and evaluation. If
one's interest is in developing a problem-solving curriculum, the model would not describe
the variety of problem types or problem-solving processes and strategies. However, the
modd could contribute to the design of each portion of the curriculum insofar as it specifies
the kind of prerequisite !earnings necessary and the instructional conditions which would
maxinnze transfer to the criterion tasks.

A Taxonomy Of Cognitive Objectives: Another model based upon task analysis is Bloom's
"taxonomy of educational otiectives" of the cognitive domain (1956). Rather than being a
classification of the variety of learning paradigms, it is a taxonomy of the variety of
eiicational objectives. Consequently, it spans learning tasks and the.more abstract goals of
instruction that have to do with thinking about the content of learning tasks. Bloom's
cognitive taxonomy is as follows:

Bloom's Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain

Evaluation: Judgment by internal criteria

I
Judgment by external

evidence

Synthesis: Derivation of abstract

I

relations
Production of plan-pattern
Production of uniqueness

Analysis: Organizational principles

1

Relationships
Elements

Particular and concrete
Situations

Comprehension: Extrapolation

1

Interpretation
Translation

Knowledge: Classificationscategories
Sequencesseries
Specific facts
Terminology
Recall of information
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Bloom's model is a descriptive one. Whatever hierarchical qualities are attributed to it by

Bloom and others are logical and not psychological. In contrast to Guilford's model,
Bloom's taxonomy is sufficiently general to create difficulties in interpretation, yet it has

proven to be quite useful as a classroom observation or evaluation scale and as a guide in

using inquiry or'discovery in:thuds. The taxonomy dues share one thing in common with

(;uillord's model. It is best used by a curriculum planner as a reference rather than as a
framework fur the derivation of objectives. Deriving (as opposed to specifying) objectives

Iron, a descriptive model of educational practices or from a Model of testable human
abilit es is, in reality, tantamount to perpetuating an existing state of affairs.

A Developmental Model: Cognitive-devdopmental research can hardly be ignored in any
disLussiun of _models of thought processes. Piaget's analysis of the development of
hypotheticii deductive or formal reasoning has introduced many constructs into the

p,vchologists repertoire. More importantly, Piaget has been influential in the growth of a
,v breed of psvchologists interested in human thought processes, intelligence and problem

,.olving. The unique aspect of this approach to cognition is the belief that complex
intellectual behavior is best understood and defined via an analysis of the developmental
scqueme through which it emerges. For Piaget, the child progresses through an invariant
sequence ot qualitative changes in his cognitive structure. These changes are observable
thriiugh an analvsis of the logical explanations the child volunteers relative to a variety of

external events. The characteristics listed on the chart below,- which elsewhere are
conqdered to be cognitive skills, problem-solving processes, human abilities, etc., are, for

Plaget. attributes to cognitive adaptation of the successful attainment of stages of
intellectual development. The following chart is taken from an article by Williams (1969):

Piaget's Stage Theory of
Intellectual Development

6

Formal Operations Stage
Abstract-conceptual thinking
Reasoning neralized
Evaluation
Hypothesizing
Imagining
Synthesizing

Concrete Operations Stage
Analyzing
Conscious of dynamic variables
Measures
Classifies things in groups or series

Pre-Operational Stage
Symbols and representations
Acts on perceptive impulses
Self -centered
Static-irreversible thinking

Sensory-Motor Stage
Mute no use of verbal symbols
Learns to perceive diecriminate and identify objects

s



Similarifies and differences between Piaget's and psychomerricians' conceptions of
intelligence have been competently discussed by Elkind (1969). Likewise, a comparison
between Piaget's views on the development of intellectual skills relative to the views of
learning psychologists is treated by Gagne (1968), Kohlberg (1968: and Rohwer (1970).
Despite the fact that Piaget's writings are not notable for their pedab...-ical prescriptions, it
is fair to say that any attempt to define teachable cognitive skills for an elementary school
currienlum must consider the qualitative differences in intellectual competence exhibited by
children of different ages. And insofar as these deficiencies represent stages of development
and arc not amenable to instruction, the curriculum planner must be quite cautious in
planning instruction which matches the cognitive structure and learning readiness of the
child.

Problem-Solving Models: On- of the oldest conceptions of the nature of thought is
concerned with the logical stages or distinct steps involved in a complex thinking act,
usually .problem-solving. Dewey's five steps have been both expanded and reduced yet their
appropriateness as a model has not lost favor since 1910. The original steps and their revised
equivalents are taken from Getzels (1964) and Dewey (1933) respectively:

1. a felt difficulty (recognize problem)
2. location and definition (analyze problem)
3. su..!estion of a possible solution (generate solution)
4. development by reasoning of the bearings of the suggestion (test consequences)
5. further observation and experiment leading to its acceptance or rejection (judge

selected solutions)

Samples of other stage conceptions of the thinking process are listed on the following page.

7
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STAGES IN THE PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS
BINET (1909) BUHL CRUTCHFIELD DEWEY

Direction Recogni!ion Problem formulatbn Difficulty felt
Comprehension Definition Information processing Difficulty located
Invention Preparation Idea isineration and defined
Criticism Analysis

Synthesis
Ides evaluation Possible solutions

sumested
Evaluatior,
Presentat :on

Conasquences con-
sidered

Solution accepted

EMERY GORDON GREGORY KAUFMAN
List deviations Problem as given Decide on objective Identify problem
Set priorities Make strange familiar Analyze problem from needs
Define deviation
identify differences

Problem as u(:kr-stood
Operational mechanisms

Gather date
Organize data

Determine solutions,
requirements, and

List changes Make familiar strange Induction alternatives
Devi. Lip possible Psychological states Planning Select solution

CAlie States integrated Pre-checking strategy from
Test ponible cause w/problem Activate plans alternatives
Orerating test Viewpoint Evaluate Implement solution

on cause Solution or research target straiegy
Design corrective

alternative
Determine porformance

strategy
Evaluate Revise as nacessary

KEPNER /TREGOE LAIRD/GROTE MILES OSBORN

Recognize problems Recognize and identify Orientation Orintation
Separate and set priorities problem information Analysis
Specify deviation Gather information to Speculation Preparation
Determine distinctions solve problem Analysis HyPothesis
Find relevant change Determine cause of problem Program planning incubation
Develop possible cause Generate possible solutions Program execution Synthesis
Test for cause Select solution to do Status summary and Verification
Establish ootectives best job conclusion
Classify objectives Put solution into practice
Develop alternatives
Evaluate alternatives
Choose best one
Assen adverse consequences
Control effects in final decision

PARNES POLYA ROSSMAN SHULMAN (1966)
Fact finding Understanding the Need observed Probismisensitivity
Problem finding problem Problem formulated Problem formulation
Idea finding Devising a plan to Available information Search behavior
Solution finding solve the problem surveyed Resolution

Carrying out the plan Solutions formulated
Looking back Solutions examined

New ideas formulated

TORRANCE 11962)

Observation
Definition
Preparation
Analysis
Ideation
Incubation
Synthesis
Evaluation
Deveiopment

UPTON/SAMSON

Tentative statement of problem
Multiple definition of key terms
Working definition or restatement

of problem
Working claulficetion
Classificetion of collected specimens
Arudy Ili of Pianned structure
Analysis of planned operation
Analysis of past/existing operatjon
Induction
Deduction
Planned execution
Planned 1...fustian
Execution
Evaluation

13



Varieties of Problem-Solving Paradigms: These models of problem-solving processes or stages
seem at once to be highly similar in nature and at the same time to be arbitrary relative to
.the choice of words and the number of steps included. Undoubtedly, this ambiguity arises
from the tremendous variance that exists in the types and -comple xity of problematic
situations. Keislar (1969) identifies 13 dimensions upon which probi, 1-solving events may
vary:

1. vat:Ales dealt with
2. the extent to which the problem must be defined
3. the extent to which the environment supplies cues
4. the extent to which incentives are external or internal
5. the extent to which the problem has rules or a standard method
6. the extent to which esponses are required for the solution
7. the extent to which the problem demands convergence vs. divergence
8. the extent vo which the outcome is the learning of a principle or a procedure
9. the extent to which the learning, of the solution is going to generalize

10. the educational importance of the problem or the extent to which this learning
facilitates learning to solve more advanced problems

11. the extent to which the learner has mastered prerequisites
12. the extent to which the learner has mastered prerequisite procedures or strategies

for this type of problem
13. the extent to which the learner has acquired broad patterns of behavior conducive

to this type of problem

Getzels (1964) lists eight different types of problems which vary according to whether the
problem is presented or remains to be discovered, whether a standard method exists for
dealing with it, whether this method is known by the problem solver and whether the
method is known by others. Similarly, Bruner (1970) makes the distinction between
problem solving and problem finding, pointing out that, in life, problems are seldo,.,
presented fully dePined, hence the processes and skills involved in finding and defining
problems may be more important for educational purposes than the processes of problem
solving.

lt is possible, of course, to pursue each one of Keislar's 13 variables and arbitrarily present a
dichotomy characterizing two distinct types of problems. One of the most important
variabks for instruction in problem solving has to do with Keislar's fifth point, whether or
not a problem has a well-defined method for its solution. Black (1946) makes the
distinction between "rule-constituted" acts and "rule-governed" acts, where thc former
include instrumental acts towards some solution or goal which are constrained, determined
or at least Oefinet! by rules that specify contingencies and consequences. The latter class of
actions i, one whereby rules afford a certain amount of guidance for the achievement of a
solution, but a wide latitude exists in methods and outcomes that satisfy the problem.
Solving a quadratic equation problem is a rule-constituted act whereas solving architectural

9



design problems is a rule-governed act. Olton and Crutchfield (1969) expand this distinction
to include the difference between having students rediscover the known (e.g., arithmetic
problems, workbook exercises, science experiments) and having them work "in an
organized, planned nunner on problems that seem to resist solution, formulating and
evaluating new poisibilities, and developing a sensitivity to odd or u.nr;ual circumstances
that may lead to a discovery or fresh insight."

Tlw scopc of tins distinction can be widened even further to include open-ended problems
which do not demand organized, planned study, but rather imaginative expression or
insight. The problems used by Torrance (1967), for example, in his tests and his curriculum
materials on creativity are almost rule free with respect to the limitations placed upon the
student's responses. They are problems designed not to be instructive so much as to be
tacilitating of original or divergent expression.

Without belaboring the point any further, it might be instructive to present additional
pr.blem-solving classifications which are attempts at defining qualitatively different classes
ot problematic situations or processes that refer to these classes:

TYPES OF PROBLEM-SOLV1NG PARADIGMS

Parnes (1967)

producing and developing
evaluating and verifying
defining problems

Selye (1964)

true (a search for)
surprizing
generalizable

Berman (1967)
dealing with the known
reaching beyond the known
judging, rating and evaluating

Osborn (1963)
fact finding .
idea finding
solution finding

Bruner (1962)
acquisition
transformation
evaluation

Information-Processing Models: The schemes outlined above are of the sort found in
literature. Research literature on problem solving contains many additional

Lonstnicts. dimensions and classification schemes relative to thought processcs. (See, for
e sample. Davis. 1966; Kleinmuntz, 1966.) One other approach to problem-solvitig processes

information-processing modes is worthy of mention here. In an attempt to simulate the
operation of the human mind by studying and adapting the computer, psychologists have
promised both a fuller understanding of the htrman brain and a more efficient means uf

.1 5



teaching problem solving. Sdected examples of information processing models are the
following:

"Schematic representation of a general operationa; 'odel
of information processing with four functional stages of
cognitive processes." (Fletcher, 1969)

repo

Test TEST

Operate

Test
(Incongruity

Exit OPERATE

(Congruity)

More 21aborate information-processing schemes have been prepared by Newell and Simon
(1%1). Cregory (1967), Guilford (1967) and Reitman k1970). Keislar (19.681 suggests Aha.t. .

curricuLm development is underway to translate the information-processing framework
into robkm-soMng strategies for school children.

I 66



CURRICULUM MODELS

(.1Ature dealing with c urriculum theory, including teacher's guides to instructional
maturial, provides another source of taxonomies of cognitive pco.vsses. Thirty-nine
taxonomies found through a search of curriculum literature, despi some degree of
redundancy, were sufficiently varied in both purpose and abstractness to necessitate the
development of a superordinate classification scheme.

The classification scheme below, entitled the Higher-Order Cognitive Taxonomy, was used

to sort the cognitive processes emphasized by curriculum specialists.

The Higher.Order Cognitive Taxonomy:

I Learning-to-Learn Processes
II Communication Processes

III Classifying and Comparing Processes
IV synthesizing and Producing Processes
V Judging and Evaluating Processes

VI Value Analysis and Decision-making Processes

V

1 7



Taxonomies of the Cognitive Domain
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A TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE SKILLS:
The Application Of The Higher-Order Cognitive Taxonomy To Rea lia.

Opirating with an expanded taxonomy derived from the models collected in the search of
curriculum theory literature, a selection of innovative skill-based institictional material was
analyzed with the goal of expanding and refining the HOC taxonomy. It was hoped that by
identifying what is taught across a variety of materials and by classifying these objectives
and activities according to an exhaustive taxonomy of cognitive processes and skills, it
would be possible to identify the skill areas that are untreated by current materials.

-

The analysis that follows is a classification of cognitive activities and objectives of
sixty-three innovative instructional programs. Tht. programs were sorted according to the
following taxonomy:

HIGHER ORDER COGNITIVE SKILLS TAXONOMY

I. Learning to Learn Skills
- Attending and Orienting

Decoding
- Memorizing

Studying
II. Communication Skills

- Observing
Describing
Explaining
Discussing

III. Classifying and Comparing Skills
- Differentiating and Grouping

Classifying
Ordering
Comparing
Using Numbers

IV. Synthesizing and Producing Skills
Inventing
Associating

- Elaborating
Generating Implications

- Planning
Solving Problems Using Strategies

V. Skills of Judging and Inferring
Coding

- Judging
Inferring
Testing

VI. Skills of Value Analysis and Decision Making
Valuing

- Evaluating.,
Deciding
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At this stage, it should be useful to identify the constraints that went into the analysis:

1. Only currently available elementary school curriculum materials were selected.

2. The program had to be oriented towards cognitive or intellectual skills or "process
education."

'The material had to be accompanied by, instructional objectives (in a few cases, the
objectivesIvere provided by some independent source).

With these constraints, science, math, English and social studies materials were included
only if their major emphasis was on.teaching the skills of research and problem solving in
those areas. Curriculum materials dea'ing strictly with knowledge,or concepts, and organized
in that manner, were excluded from the analysis.

Sixty-three educationat programs were selected for inclusion in the analysis. Nineteen were
early childhood curricula, four of which were programs.oriented towards some specific skill
area. Seven were science curricula; six were social studies curricula: one was a math program
and one other was a science and math program. The remainder were innovative skill-oriented
programs that could not be claified under traditional subject matter headings. in addition
to the sixty-three programs, four documents which offered a glossary of objectives and
activities were included in that they were designed to instruct teachers in building a
skill-based curriculum.

This analysis provides documentation of curricular needs, exposes the lack of sequenced,
hierarchical, skill-based 'curricula and invites comparisons between instructional programs
within and across grade levels. Despite its value as a guide for the developer of innovative
curriculum, the following ambiguities and discrepancies should be pointed out:

I. The ideal analysis would have consisted of a separate taxonomy of cognitive skills
for each grade level; however, this was found to be an impossible task. Some
materials were recommended for a specific age group .while some contained
recommendations for a sequence of instruction over a range of ages. The more
common case, however, was that the materials were recommended for an age range,
e.g., early childhood.

.2. The ideal result of this analysis would be a coptinuum of cogtiitive skills. That is,
instead of three taxonomies (classifications), the taxonomies would be integrated
such that hierarchies -would erherge within and across specific skill clusters.
instruction in memory skills would proceed from simple' prerequisite skills to
complex, more differentiated skills. Skills taught in isolation in early grades-, e.g.,
listening skills, would lse taught in conjunctiou with other skill areas in the later
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gram e.g. huening skills with critical .thinking skills. Again, this kind of
organization could be imposed upon the analysis only with great risk to its validity.
Only a few of the instructional programs Were based upon a hierarchical model of
instruction.

3. Some skill areas are not represented. insofar as the working definitiOn of
"higher-order cognitive skill" necessitates that the objective under analysis require
some transformation or translation of input, traditional reading, penmanship and
grammar programs were not included in the analysis. Critical reading skills, reading
and composition skills and semantic analysis skills were, however, included.

Subject matter areas tend to be represented to the extent that skill-based.
pesformance objectives were included with the materials. As expected, science
programs were found to contain performance objectives more often than other
programs. A high percentage of mathematics curricula were also found to contain
performance objectivq; however, because the Higher-Order Cognitive package staff
had made the -decision to restrict the analysis to mathematics problem-solving
programs, only two math projects were included.

5. The sorting process, which involved six components or classes of cognitive
processes and twenty-six processes or skill clusters, became a bit unwieldy at times
causing some very arbitrary classifications. For .example, science units which
involve the coordination of skills in making operational definitions, controlling
variables and generating hypotheses were classified solely under the Component V
subset of "Testing." A great variety of critical thinking skills were classified under
"Judging," but the distinction between ,"Judging" in Component V and the subset
of "Listening skills requiring responses" under Component I was difficult to
preserve. Map and globe skills were classified under Component 1, II, or IV
depending upon the emphasis of the unit. In summary, our classification scheme
turned out to be quite useful, albeit imperfect.

The analysis allowed a number of interesting implications and conclusions:

I. A number of skill-oriented programs are offered for the early childhood grades.
There seems to be more attention paid tO providing for the faiilitation of a broad
set of skills in these years than in any othem.ln addition, there is a heavy emphasis
on learning-to-learn skills in the early years.

There is a paucity of good skill-based instructional material available for the middle
elementary grades (3-4) in all areas save creative expression.

3. While there are many programs which purport to deal with problem solving, very
few of them are skill-oriented and fewer still contain skill-based objectives in
creative ptoblem solving or critical thinking.
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4. Although a number of experimental programs can be found which attempt to teach
affective expression, there are almost no programs which are oriented towards-
teaching skills of value analysis and decision making.

Perhaps the most important finding is that with one, perhaps two, exceptions, no
curricula exist which include a continuum of skill instruction across grades. The
great majority, of the programs included in this analysis arc either for one grade
level, or, if th0 include material for more than one level, no attention is paid to
devising learning hierarchies. One of the exceptions, Science: A Process Approach,
is built upon a hierarchical model of instruction within' and across grade levels.
Students learn simple observation skills, classification skills, etc., in the early grades
and then learn more complex skills in these areas in later grades. In addition, as you
go up in grade level, these skills begin to build upon one another such that in the
later grades, fifth and sixth, more complex skills made up of an integration of'
prerequisite skills become the center of attention.

This analysis engendered a variety of impressions concerning available curriculum'materials.
For someone interested in developing materials with the idea of fostering cognitive skills in
elementary school students, grades 3-6 offer an almost untapped. arca. Yet some excellent
guidelines are iiffered by such exemplary programs as Science: .4 Process Approach; Man: A
Course -of Study; Science Curriculum Improvement Study; SRA Basic Skill Series; The
Productive Thinking Program; and Social Science Laboratory Units. The vast majority of
curriculum material for the elementary grades is concerned exclusively with what might be
termed, instrumental skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. More recently, this basic skill
core has been expanded to include skills of scientific inquiry.

Among the skill areAS identified by the HigherlOrder Cognitive component as receiving less
than adequate emphasis by existing programs are the:

1. learning-to-learn skills of using mnemonic stra egies for memorizing and learning
and using problem-solving strategies for inquiry

communication skills of reporting descriptions and explanations and conductMg
discussions

24

analytic skills of using strategies, diagrams and classification schemes to solve
problems

4, production.skills of planning

creative problem-solvnig skills, especially generating implications

6. critical-thinking skills of coding, assessing statements,inferring and testing

7. skills of decision ma king.
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What is needed, of course, is tO determine a Way tO:

1. generate operational definitions fur these skills and for their relevant subskills

2. deteimine the optimum level at which ihesc skills need to be introduced into the
curriculum

.1. determine the optimum sequence for training these skills

4. generate vehicles or topics for illustrating and practicing these skills

5. determine methods for evaluating the effects of instruction in these skills.

To this end, the Higher-Order Cognitive component of the Humanizing Learning Program of
Research for Better School has initiated plans for development of a wide range of currie-
ulum materials. A preliminary set of materials designed to teach the skills of Component V,
critical thinking and problem-solving skills, is cuirently under development.

The instructional materials analysis which follows is divided into three grade-leyel
sections preschool to second grade, grades 3 and 4, and grade 5 and beyond. Within each
group, the skillS taught by the -reported materials have been, assigned to the appropriate
sections of the HOC taxonomy. Therefore, all analyzed materials which teach a

corresponding HOC taxonomy skill are grouped together as are, for example, the six
programs which teach the skill of "decoding" on the preschool to second grade level. One
program may be catalogued on several different pages under different HOC categories, fur
example program (14), the Early Learning Curriculum teaches HOC skills of "decoding,"
"describing objects and systems," and "planning," among others. The numbers appearing in
pai-entheses on the chart are keyed to a list of curriculum materials which appears after the
charts.



I. LEARNING TO LEARN SKILLS

A. Attending and Orienting
1. Following Directions

8, Decoding
1. Auditory Dowding

a. Auditory Discrimination

b. Auditory Recognition

2. Virus! Dowding

a. Visual Discrimination

b. Spatial Relstions

C. Visual Oomprebension

3. Tactile and Cross Modal Dowding
a. Tactile Discrimination

b. Cross Modal Discrimination

C. Memorizing
1. Visual Memory

a. Labelling

b. Memor izat ion

2 Auditory Memory

a. Memorization

b. Memory Span

c.. MnemonicS

D. Studying

I Comprehension Sk ills

a. Language Mediators

b. Listening Skills

C. Information interpretation

2. Production Skills

a. Information Cocating

b. Information Organizing

c. Communication Skills

Level: Preschool to Scond Grade

36

task completion, persistence (14)
ving directions, focussing iatentkm 4141(29)171137H4)

interpreting d4ractians (or mood, humor (29)17)
impulse control, compepton. 63cial skills (14)
mimeo end responds to locomotor movements (4)
enunciates, rePosts sentences (4)

pitch, intensity, tyPos of duration, direction, distance 11411131(37)1M
matching instruments that sound alike, (lenerating rhymes.
echoing stressed words 14)

difference in word sounds, number of syllables (13) rhymes,
pOstry. PronOuncing (131(51)

shape, color, tin, positionorientation 1141(61) naming
obleets, pictures 441 design matching (3) recognition of
representations, recognition of symbols 1131(191(38)

figure wound, perceptual constanc., position in sacs,
perception of spatial relations, terms for (19)1611(28)
uses words, foreground ond badiground (4)
identifies whether form will fit.in mold, in complex
diagram 131

labelling Dialects. pictures, finding hidden figures,
discriminate pans from the whole, labelling detail 031
labelling sequence, figure completion, identifying shapes (13)
associating names to pictures, Inferring sequence,
consequences 031112143J

texture, shape, temps-Attire CM/

CMGS modal discrimination (14)

panures, recalling picturel, rePtudycicISI
sequence, name missing pans. events (14)433)

figural memory 137)

memorizing poems, rhymes, songs, word series.
addition, recelling details from a story. digit
span, associative recall 1141133)1781

Odding skills (14)

strategies for memorizing rhymes, serial
ordering, clustering pegs 04!

mulat mg mentions, asking appropriate sources.
rixecting irrelevant information, reading 1141

syquerice 'events in stories
rid fewer-Mating Loci from liction, recognizing dialect,
criticizing stories, listening for dotails, main ideas (ir)

c at oo ri appreciation, map raiding hit
critical discrimination skills, meaning of common
symbols 451

using Marra y, skills or interviewing id (51

making a collage, oral report (5)

reports in



I. LEARNING TO LEARN SKILLS Level: Third end Fourth Grades

A. Attending and Orienting

B. Decoding

1. Visual Comprehension

a. Interpreting Pictorial Material

C. Memorizing

D. Studying

I. Listening Skills

a. Language Skills

b. Listening Comprehension

interpreting pictorial Material

spelling, vocabulary, inonunciation, ore/ reeding (iv)

identifying sequence, details (iy) main ideas in stories,
generating plot titles, inferring conclusions, relationships.
recognize unsupported ideas, emotionalism (i)151)

2.- Information Locating

a. Reference and Library Skills knowledge of l brary

3. Information Interpretation

a, Using Maps and Globes rules tor uss of scales, symbols, finding distances,
inferring from maps, cardinal directions, centpereelle:
parallels and meridians, map proiections determin .
ing directions, locating places. composing maps 1311

b. Using Chronological Concepts using the calendar, time system (31)

4. Information Organizing

a. Classifying or Sequencing Information paper writing techniques (31) cataloging, sequencing
pictures and information MIN

b. Outlining and Notetaking notetaking skills, keeping. notebook, techniques of
outlining articles, Speeches, movies livICII(60)

3 ?
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I. LEARNING TO LEARN SKILLS

A. Attending end Orienting

B. Decoding

1. Visual Decoding

a. Interpreting Pictorial Material

b. Interpreting Cartoons

C. Memorizing

0. Studying
1. Listening Skills

a. Listening Comprehension

b. Critical Listening Skills-

2. Information Locating

a. Reference and Library Skills

3. Informa-ion Interpreting

a. Interroreting Charts and Graphs

b. Using Maps and Globes

C. Strategies for Studying

4 Information Organizing

4, Outlining and Notetaking

b. Sumarizing and Reporting

Level: Fifth Grade and Beyond

3,8

interpreting pictorial materiel (45)

identifying symbols (45) point of view Ii)

summarize, note central ideas, characters, setting til

identify emotionally laden words, prejudice, detect
influence in voice and gesture, evaluste evidence (1)

USing OnCVCIDPOdiC diagrams. navrEPapars, magazlnn,
field trips, Reader's Guide (45)150)1311W)

use SCLIR method, subheading Id

dirattion, distance, routes, relief (50)

interpret diagrams, tables (45) Ilnegraphs pie charts
(EO)111)

key words, use of who, Mien, where, Main, how (61)
take notes from passage, construct outline from notes

identify parts of report, tunes on and put them in sequence
4611 extract extraneous ideas, recognize and writs paragraphs,
detect repetitious language 60(60101



II. COMMUNICATION SKILLS Level: Proschool to Second Grade

A. Observing
1. Skills of Reporting (concepts & vocabulary)

a. Object Properties

b. Systems snd Physical Phenomena

c. Behavior.

2. Process of (visual decoding):

a. Relationships and Relativity

b. Strategies for Data Gathering

c. Reporting Sensations

B. Describing

1. Describing Properties

a. Shapes end Patterns

b. Oblects and Systems

2. Using Space/Time Relations

a. Location and Position

b. Temporal Relations, Events

3. Describing Affect

a. Sensations

b. Emotions

C. Explaining
1. Describing Sequence and Causation

a. SyStems

b. Events

color, shape, tasture, si. temperature, round, odor,
time 148114711421 odor, taste, sorting oNects by
property. prooerty change 134) drawing shapes.
using formboard (8) *Ade, liouidi. Plant Parts 1421
names shapes ard functions of objects, separates by
color, by touch, by shape, by arbitrary property,
bY tette (4)

teMperature 'Pound, weather, magnets, plant growth
(443)(5) flashlights, magnets, seeds, color milting
13042)(31

animal motion, responses (46)16) copying motion,
drawing motion (b)

relative sizes, cues, relational prepositions (11)
patterns, symMetry, angles, 'bestows, distance 1421
position and perception. bias, maiming and observing (58)
discrimination betwoen observation and assumption (80)

xperiments with changing properties Posing questions.
Problem-finding 1341 identifying objects in en array.
20 questions, probability, ranking, march, strategies f Of
rniuing objects 114l uses affirmative or denial statements
in identifying objects, describing (4)

using several senses 1461 guessing contents of mystery
box (5) raporting on a field trip 451 CM

identifying, describing, drawing and forming simple
geometric shaPes and patterns 1341(3) introduction
to geometry (46) identifying spacing arrangements,
components of shape, describing symillErV (4S)
beginning classification IihdPVS 44)

identifying properties for descriptions, describing
picturiss171 identifying function and location of objects,
classifying with a given rriteria, give description (14) using
locational words (38) (60)1518(37)141

describe a location by its objects, by position, describing a route.
normalt points with 2 dimension, 3 dimension, field trip (14)
using angles. area proportions, describing location with maps,
map reeding, using locus and frame of reference (34)1481

telling time 1461 ordering events, using time words. time
relational words, time periods (38) time intervals 1481
telling stories in time order, time and mops and globes 1131
describing movement 1461 seasons (8) describes his
activities relative to time of day 141

describing past morns by describing-senutions, future events 114)
describes events and how he feel. on corning tu school 14)

describing feelings and emotions 1141

describing stages in life cycles, human growth, physical changes,
collisions, plant growth (46) color miming, light milting, money
system 131 ceusai vocabulary for descriptions 4291

traces a chain of events, infers, explains relationships 129)
explains functions of institutions of community (29) child uses
becaass statements to finish unfinished stories, to respond to
questions 141

29



IL COMMUNICATION SKILLS (continued) Level: Preschool to Second Grade

2 Using Causal Terms

a. Skills of Predicting anticipates clangors (29) predicts occurences. demonstrates
predictions 4571 predicts results of growth, decay, manufecture,
svelte (13)

b. Simple Experimentation dincrebirs simphe wipertawnts, descnbes inturactson, hypothnites
(47) physics/ and interpersonal outcome hypotheses 413/

D. Discussing

1. Reporting, Summarizing and Persuading

Mi

persuades someone to do something, proves a point, provides 6
examples, provides clarification, gives reasons f Of statements .141
translate% defines words to peer% gives directions, shows operation
to others (29) summarizes events, reeding, operation 451(3)

2. Skills of Group Discussions and Debates takes part in &soup discussion, role play_ silent discussion (2911/1

10



H. COMMUNICATION SKILLS Level: Third and Fourth- Grades

A. Observing

1. skills of Reporting (concepts & vocabulary)

a. Systems and Physical Phenomena

b. Behavior

life systems plants, effin ts of moisture, temperature,
hip 1341

hte systems: animals (34) character development in
stones 1221 microbes, pets and temperature changes.
stages of developmem 151

2 Procass of (visual decoding):

a. Relationships and Relativity reference frame. positional bias. relativity. poWtion end
motion (47) discnminate observations from assumptions
(60) identifying shapes from different relations, identify-
ing patterns and obtects from blueprints (8)

b. Reporting Sensations reporting on personsl observitions of neighborhood
(211 Wing all the senses (21)

B. Describing

nescribing Properties

a. Parts and Wholes

2 Using Space/Time Relationships

a. Position and Motion

b. Temporal Relations, Events

C. E xp:aining

1. Describing Sequence dnd Causation

a. Systems

describing obiects, details (60/ describing objects from
different points of view, comparing descriptions 158)
definitions through description. aesthetic, explanatory
descriptions (58)

description by using polar coordinates, rectangular
coordinates, angles 1471 forces, motion, rotation,
angular speed (46)

describing operations. Motions lr) using rules for time
relation words, describing sequences, describing
direction (51) time growth, logical sequence 1581

batteries, electricity. magnetism (15) compasses,
magnets (47)

b Events making explanations for historical events 4534

2 Using Causal Terms

a. Making Logical Explanations

D. Discussing

1 flipor Ting and Summarizing

logical criteria for explanation, discriminating relevant
from irrelevant causes, use of generalizations 45311581
six methods of explanation 158)

summarizing, storytelling (i0(51 formulating conchistOrts
131) presenting information graphically, dramatically
4311 making oral reports lin)

2. Skalis of Group Discussions and Debates panel discussions, Interviewing committees,
dramatization (fr)

31



II. COMMUNICATION SKILLS Level: Fifth Grads and Beyond

A. Observing

1. Reporting on Observations

7: -Cando-um-NI-Observational Studios

cartoon analysis, inferring. recognizing implications (iii)
discriminating ebserystion reports front essumPtione %al

collectiagbehaviorspeoimens, demOnstrate ways of making
valid observations, discriminating between observationa .
inference and nitre judgments, producing behavior specimens 149)

B. Describing

1. Skills of Composition Writing making efent dawriptions. aesthete, definitive
descriptions (58)

2. Map Roadin2 Skills describing land routss. describing flights (45)

C. Explaining

, 1. Using Different Types of Explanation

2. Inquiry Skills

D. Discussing

1. summarizing

2, Skills of Group Discussions

32

4 2

giving opinions, indicating erprocedura, using definitions.
making evaluations, drawing conclusions, drawing
comparisons, making descriptions 1591(51) identifying
circular causations (49)

genwate circular causation, resolution of. analyze behavior
specimens. demonstrata causation in behavior. uss inquiry
techniques to discovir causes for social problem (24)

current mote summary, decision tree (5)

skills of being participant, leader. knowledge of 8 flaws
in discussion (5S)



UI. CLASSIFYING AND COMPARING SKILLS Level: Preschool to Second Grade

A. Differentiating and Grouping
1, Broad Conceptual Calegories

1. Relational or Functional Propertit

3 Descriptive or Perceptual Qualities

4. Alphabet or Vocabulary Groupings

B. C,iassifying

1 Multiple Clawafication and Matrices

2. Using Classification Skills

C. Order ing

1 Seriation.and Geometric Skills

2. Time Order, Sequencing Skills

D. Comparing

1 Equivaierice, Conservation, Class Inclusion

2. Di,,criminating and Defining

3. Measvring

43

gioupingsbatetrupon fer-i-r-c lutes 11 3 .nini,ils. Ways hangs,
Hushing (11)13811371 grinopeq objects in 2 different ssidys.
prettily sorting 131

;souping nicer is with the Siemer function, attributes parts 1581(131
(291(381(6)137) grouping by use. by position, matching (11)

figure sorting task 131(29) sire, shape,solor 1384 texture (3)

sorting cards by numerals, letters, symbols (3) sorting
alphabet sounds, word functions, endings (36)

logical classification develop a concept deductively, modifies
concept with new information (29) one dimensional sorting with
or without noisy attributes, 2 and 3 dimensional sorting,
matrices, hierarchical sorting, using disjunctive classes, describing
a classification sYstem (14) concept of set and grouping (34)
multiple classification (26) refining a classificatioe, oral to
written classificettan, outline form, classification tor pictures
(44)12131(13)

defending self generated classification schemes (60) clessification
of books, trees, animals, fetters, numerals, shapes (3) leaves, nuts.
skills, animals, livincland nonliving things, aquarium, organizing
colors, solids, liqutis and gases, nrtenals and mixtures t46)
biological concepts, living and non-living things (47)

pattern completion (3) identifying shapes, line relationships,
construction of shapes, forms, seriations, matrices, piedicts
fit of forms, next objects in seriation (14) serial ordering,
judgment of weater, less, equivalence (26) orcetring sets of
objects try size, weight, color, matching sets or ordered
objects 1291 completion of figwal progressions, identifying
items to produce equivalence (3)113) arrange figures in a
striation, identify missing figure in a trend (3)

arranging pictures of facial expressions, arranging temporal
order pictures (3) classifying %rays of measuring time (5)
conservation of arise, volume (14) identifies segoence and
faulty sequence, using before, after, tomorrnw, arranging
1291 pictures, story segments in sequence (271(44)
identifying what happened before in a series, sequencing
action pictures, generate end c7 sequence (31(13)

evaluating one-toone correspondence, food/people 13)
conservation of amount (34) demonstrates one to one
correspondence, cardinal value, equal units, reversibility
conserves equality (29) class inclusion problem, prohiere
solving with categorical exclusion (62) matching, to sample
with or without noisy attribute, oddity probtem usanq
examples (14)

identifying similar designs, symbols, letters, rhymes vs
non-rhymes, generating synonyms and antonyms (3)
compares conceptual ano functional properties animals,
geography, cooking utensils, binary comparisons, same
order-different position, size, up or down, in or out 1111121
finding end generating sirniliaities and differences, train and
airplane 1601 for a series of pictures, fee time periods,
products, stories r51

using appropriate size words (4).weight (3) compares sores
with big, tittle, quantities with number, qualities with
texture (38) direct comparison, mediated comparison with
standard objects, with marks, with standard units (14)
comparing lengths, volumes, linear with metric units, using
a balance ordering, figures by area, comparing forces with
springs, using scales, temperature, volumes (46) nunournerical
measuring, suds reference units, comparing changes.
experimentation 1341 comparing length plants, ordering
lengths, dividing length into segments, measunng length,
comparing, ordering, dividing area, weight and volume
14211361(13)1141

33



.!!. CLASSIFYING AND COMPARING SICI_LLS (continued) Level: Proschool to Second Grade

E. Using Numbirs

1. Counting Skills

2. Problem-Solving Skills

34

4 4

wine oats, Mammals, ortitar, number fins, wing 099, addition
01 Pilaitive Woes. onisidPilicati on (46) counting, recognizing
arid writing to 20, discriminating, odd and even counting op
from y to y (35) sou cognitions, suustions, fractions 1141

addition, subaractiortrnsuitiohcation,-diYision, fractionc-(341

using a tally chart to identify numbs, of instances ol an
avant (4) ordering propartias, cOmparing volume with numerals.
Sally ~ha totiptissant skims in sat (34) ona-tcona
cotraspandance 130 scaling and motassintation, construction
of is naiad modsi (34)



CLASSIFYING AND COMPARING SKILLS Level: Third and Fourth Grads,

A. Differentiating and Grouping
1. Learning Classifications

8. Classifying

1 Qualifying (language skills)

2. Generating Classification Scbeme

3. Classifying as Prqblem-Solying

C. Ordering

1. T me Order, Sequencing Skills

D. Comparing
1. Discriminating and Defining

grouping words. attribute's, objects. sentences. a g by
function (58) identifying v. rt, direction, chronology,
membership, synonym. prodication. comparison, serration.
cedar, spume* in a communication 1581 defining maarung
by contend, differentiating meaning by mtgs. pattern,
correepondonce. context, modifying words 1581

ell mats according to cornmarcial usa, govarnments, ruts*
of phonies (5) materials 146)(34) natural systems 134!
types of mom:amens asearephy 151 numbers.
fractions decimals

inventing means of classifying shapes, obiacts (9) using
who. what, where. when in reading 151 sirlf-gonerating
categorise fur literature analysis, dafendmg classification
schemes 160) multiple classifications 1531

using a classification schema via resaarch tool UM using
inquiry techniques to clawify unknown oblacts 1241
classification gamin (151

*daring attributes on percaptual characteristics Or
cOmplxity. on chronology, on diraetion, germ/ming
narration (58)

describing similwities and differances, e.g. bads, butter-
flies, qualifying comparisons Mien data re not valid 1601
fictional characters. seasons, countries, plants, animals,
appliances 151 comparing on stated criteria 151 breaking
down assumptions in comparing things with the same
name 1211

2. Measuring recogiire percaptual illusions, incrust, measuring
fficiancy (21) measuring angles. units of force (45)

E. Using Numbers

1 Counting Skills multiplication, numbers and their properties 1341.
daeimals, large numbers 1461

2. Problem Solving Skills using computiiis, graphs making changes 1341

4 5
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III CLASSIFYING AND COMPARING SKILLS

A. Differantiatimand Grouping
I. Chlafifiang (language skill)

B. Classifying

2. thing Classification Schemes

C. Ordering

1. Problem &jiving as Ordering

2. Using Diagrams for Logical Thinking

Laval: Fifth Grads and Beyond

cOnall. RIO Cif odn/Position (NU functions of womb. use
of symbols. %whales of meaning 1831

D. Comparing
1.. Discriminating and Defining

2. Meastirmg with Charts, Graphs and Maps

E. Using Numbers

36

4 6

hada, *men% color, astronomy, architecture MI

steps is inquire, problem solving, decision making, ordering
problems to b. sated, problem solving en mathematics:
Worosimating, estimating by interpolation, checking
anetwes, working backwards 14131

=for clam inchoion problem. logic* WM Proalm,
lty, murk* Venn diegams. circles for syllogism

imseinkillolsenges, number line great using rrato.
visualising motion, brow/Ong diagram Won&
chnifications networks. don making as branches fp

forms of isaol,, life styli, governments, political structure,
candicistes, fictional chwactsrs (5)

. .

Wog mg% Kal, graphs, diagrams for mathematical
problem solving (40, masouring smell things (461 using
graPhe and charts OM MOSSUring distance end sol direction,
comparing end decoding rainfall macs. Met &scribing
bights Ming Um with maps COI -



IV. SYNTHESIZING AND PRODUCING SKILLS

A. Inventing
__A.Designs and Graphics

2. Ideational Fluency

3. Strategies for Idea Generation and Inquiry

B. Associating
1. Asupciational Fltiency

2. Analogical Reasoning

3. Reasoning by Association

C. Elaborating

1. Creative Expression, Fluency arri Originality

2. Dramatic Expression and Humor

D. Generating Implications

1 Generating Causes and Consequences

2. Imagining Future Events and Role Playing

Level: Preschool to Second Grade

come-tatting two itifte -e shapes by adding lines tu given
laws, prudenne two cherers from combination of gwen
IWO. arrange (Porten*. 'hap., to make two faces, invent
meaning for scribble drawing by illustration (31 generate
an idea for an eltetnetive to ae umbrella 13) generating
ideas to make the cesuroom battik 131

ideational fluency (35) participate in a simple brainstorming
session 1303)(31)1213) ways of using large pile of stones 131
new uses for objects 1291(14) possible function for mystery
objects 1141 generate substitutions fur functional objects (3)
prublem finding (36) generating objacu for categories 1331

question asking strategies (36) search strategies! information
e end objects (14) brainstorming 131(371(29)

easociational fluency 1241 teaching strategies (35) tell two
ways to play wch ball, three propel ties of three theirs",
Ornately synonym*. antanyme free associate to th.coloi
red, tell ways two objects are alike, two pictures, two
meanings for a word, two homonyms, two figures,
generates things that come in pairs 131(33) would you
rather be an x or a y (29 identifying opposites in

expressions (3)133)

identity COMpleflOn$ Of ftflulal analogies (311104e) picture
word analogies, word-word analogies (44) compkee a semantic
relationship in a matrix, pictured relationship, generate missiria
picture (3) complete feincite associates, generate word teat
stand, for two things (3) simile generation (4)

problem solving using newly learned principle, expressing
new idea by relating it to old one, use remote associates
far Problem solving, relates an obJect to two or more
claim (29) given solution to one problem, generate now
problem whore it is applicable, identifies problem elements
(14) classifying pictures by associating detail with persons,
carpenter with tools (33).

creative expression, fluency and originality (35) aiiswering
creative questions 1331141(21) story titles dramas (29) picture
description, story creation, riddles, story endings, making a
diary, gileflePS, e.g., object description by giving clues (33)121 )
rearranging wards to make sense, generate names far a
drawing, breaking concepts- where a house is not a home,
simile completion (3)

dramatic expression and humor 135) produces a joke
overstatement, incongraity 1291 role playing, reyme recitations,
dramatic stories 4331 pantomime, motor responses to pictures,
acting out descriptions (19) generating a story Approprtitte
to a musical piece 14)

predicting difficulties, rbngers in using materhils (14)
generating consequences for physical structures. blockci rej
identifies problem displayed by pictures, generates cuoelusion
(4) consequences for social situations, changes (3) stating
actions occurring before a given pcture(3) guessing causes.
consequences (what) would happen if (21)

imagining future events ane role playing (36)1351 wr !.t ....veld you
do if problems 160)1331 e.g., lost in a strange city (5)
reporting imagery 1331 &scission of future events, imayeeng
future events (62)1371 lest suppose (21)

37



IV. SYNTHESIZING AND PRODUCING SKILLS (continued) Le*: Preschool to Second Grade

E. Pianning
1. structures end Designs

2. Activities and Operations

F. Solving Problems Using Strategies

I. Genemtine Alternative Satiation.

2. Fonnfliatincl Hipotheses and Predicting
Outcomes

38

direct cops*" one, two, Owen dime/1644W* Mum., WWI;
eftelVirte ttendation, extending resource pawns (1I)
pWwtft block maws, map, tame plan, structure from

nwp 12$U eel* Ova* muss 131 builons haulm CI

plw Dim and Forbid, reviewine altematives. "drool
lictivitias, story witini (5) wing imagery in plartning,
mem itineraress vow work to solve class
problems: snip roles, etc. (31

stew in problem solving: definition. uharacWrisom of a
solution, Nemeth% weiusting guavas MIM)
infonnetion ltin. strategies wed in problem solving,
collecting oviOnat 'rnarrating poesible solutions to
probiwna ohm dors proem be) ISOM

heginning probsbility, predicting outcomes, it I were true,
wain would happen (14) sunreying opinion, wing graphs
(44)timPle Physical experiments with predictions 131
MU transferring from previous problem solving activity to
new wie: student predicts outcomes under changing
conditions lain

48

r

*



IV. SYNTHESIZING AND PRODUCING SKILLS Lewd: Third and Fourth Grades

A. Inventing

1. Designs and Graphics invonting now oblocts, f tv. from given items invent
new almond symbols W,

2 Ideational Fluency improving upon al game, animals, Ptoducu, flowers
new uses for bottles :9)(35)

B. Associating

1. Associational Fluency

C. Elaborating

1. Creative Expression, Fluency and Originality

D. Generating Implications
1 Generating Cause and Consequences -

E. Planning

1. Structures and Designs

a. Map Making

2. Projects and Projections

F. Solving Problems Using Strategies

1. SOCIdi Science Investigations

associatiola' (3.51'
between thing, t.a..0 Of tmea et a time, .dentifyinj
relationships (2M 22) generetingSimilias, free
moriatior. g. roure 1ins. wok+ che,ns, asscci
awns to Liam, making a cod*, ttOmor.yms,
antonymi 191

cartoon captions, plat titles, story completion. making
pcturas, designs, sculptures. pictures out of parallel
lines. word pictures (9) recalling ur.usual names. stories
titles (21) describe what sounds suggest, images to
sounds 1221

insagning hypothetical situations causes, consequences
plans, problem solving 171) what would happen if
. problems (21)

building model bridges, p(anning structures, predicting
results (15) making a model city block, collage of
neighborhood octivities, graphs 139)

map making 4ii)(34) mapping games, scale models, using
symbols, compasses, enlargements. grids. scale If efils
formations, elevations (15) map of city, classifying
businesses, residence areas, self generating symbols 1391
drawing routes, using coordinates, using knowledge
of terrain, temperature, directions to construct
map 145)

planning a new city, generate Questions to be asked,
problems to be solved (9)1211 discutaion of possthle
solutions to problems on science, history, geography,
language arts 1221(21) plannatg for solution to class
related problem (451(5) perscessirl martagament for
class project $5) using fantasy tcpsolvs problems 1211

interviewing, use of charts and bargraults 1394 twunty ivies
bons method (21) generating altyrnatives`ko socia( problems
122)131) systemic reasoning describing arlsi seeking solu
lions to problems with no right answers, mikii.causal,
multi.venate, multi-consequence ProbleMS 1641

2., Experimental DeSign observation end hypotheses 146) date Intirptetation 146)
1531 generating multiple hypotheses 1211

4 9
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IV. SYNTHESIZING AND PRODUCING SKILLS Laval: Fifth Grade and Beyond

A. Inventing
1. Stratogiss toe ideational Fluency using direct enelogies. functional analogies,

identifying newiveys to look at problems (52)
identifying sequence of the inventing process (52)
introduction to breinstoiming, role playing,
collages (20)135)

2. Ideation Strategies for Creative Problem Solving extended effort principle, free associeurvi, synectic
techniques, analogy, brainstorming, part changing method,
checkerbOard. borrowing. Osborne checklist. morphological 0
analysis wad in Problem solving 159)(431 attitudes of .

creative problem solving (43) exiffe11415 in frialiestful
thinking, sequential thinking, strategic thinking (18)

B. Associating

1. Associations! Fluency

C. Elaborating

1. Creative Expression, Fluency and Originality

D. Generating Implications

E. Planning

1. Proiects and Proiections

F. Solving Problems Using Str t es

40

summational fluency (35) making bizarre comparisons:
how is a chair like a boy 1521 comparisons in science 1521
deecribing sunitarities, explaining relationships (21)

creative expression, fluency end originelity 1351 story
completion exercises l591 creative responses to recorded
material (SI) describing Mutt sounds suggest, images
to sounds (22) plot titles, describe original movie plot,
sentence writing using given maids, cartoon completions (23)

reviewing alternatives relative to school, home
ectsvities, making diagrams and maps to display
alternatives (51 making a model of community,
making a C011.9114 grouP planning of class proiects 139)
Planning a clam trip, selecting panels for class
discussions, making time budgets IS)

1. Heuristic Strateg es skills et prubiem recognition, formulation, information
organizing, idea generation and hypothesis testing, strategies
oi4f3plmen30f1ulness, Per,sistence, let onentlinti, idla Chocking

2. Research Tools and Strategies

5

historical research, greptung trends, descriptive research:
mean, made, median, standard deviation, tally marks,
niesarch design, tablas (SO) diaries, bar gaphs, pia them
ma011 (45) maPa, collages, classifications. Interviews.
questionnaires, charts of geographical -omposition,
bar graph of occupations, pia charts .thnic
composition for study of cities l391



V. JUDGING AND EVALUATING SKILLS ntie Preschool to Second Grade

A. Coding
1. --Using-Evatuative-Words

8. Judging
1. Assessing Statements Using Logical Criteria

Looking tor Assumptions

2. Evaluating According to Pragmatic Criteria

a. Judging Solutions

C. Inferring

1. About Objects

2. About Events

D. Testing

I. Inference and Hypotheses

---usInglitd-responding to -n.:" statenwnts, using polar
oppositei, relation,' plc ,-e strums. using negative in:lances
end positive instinces, seinpie if then deductions (i)
identifying errors in use of ell, everybody 151 defining
terms (WO)

generating true end false statemonn, criteria far Judging
(36) assessing the news. TV propagencia 151 supporting
statements with evidence (60) ekarreineng claims by check
ing evidenci, discovering fallacies in advertising (60)
worsts 7k?siis 4r7; .-t fa-dislike statements (60)137) meting
Plesidoxes .7 zriliralizations. ill wear* y's, detecting
WWII in 6'. judgeng what word does not tit with
othws, ei nhig why detriments we non sensical. de-
tecting sentences thet du not belong in a story (3)

questioning validity of information sources (5) distinc-
tion between describing obwvations and what is
assumed. distinction between assumption. guess, end
fact (60) reading stories, separating fact from fiction,
datermening conditions that could make somethong true.

recognizing the correct pattern, detecting errors of
sequence, errors of cesusel Reasoning (3(i) evaluating .
advertising charactwostics of e good ad, tallying t14)61
of ads relativ to given criteria, evaluetion of visuai
appeals (41) judging speeches by length, voice, content,
'form of presentation, judging pictures relative tu
opropreaterew to some crIteria (5) given pictures,
records. mei inforinetiOn if statements ere true or
41114(6C) eval.ditirg ,terns that don't belong, e g in

pictures. evaluate appropriateness of tools for functions.
choose objects that best fit descriptive criteria, selecting
picfurlIS that OM Iss061 StattabSe tO Criteria (3)

stretegieS for generating solutions, ranking alternatives
end suiting conditions under which a given solution could
apply., generating criteria 1141 determine if date, con
clam:tasty* relevant to the problem at hand (36)

inferryng the contents of e package from size and shape
(4) inferring from pictures by using c' ues, inferring
from Image 12) mystery boxes (48) differentiating
between similar things throtrgh inference 146) the
char toilettes Of packaged artistes (46)

intern g about human growth (2) inferring vvents hum
p.m , fotm and context from reading. from reading
and pec ores, doing crossword puzzlers (44) internee
wqunct frOm 2 or 3 releted events, inferring what
could h4ve happened before, fudging what will happen
next from pictures 1111

trying out inferences, or problem solutsons on a range
of related problernsArying out solutions on an original
problem (14) testing hypotheses aboul plants and earth
sciencllbl



V. JUDGING AND EVALUATING SKILLS

A. Coding
1. interpreting Word Uss

B. Judging

1. Asaeuing Statements Using Logical Criteria

a. Looking for Assumptions

2. Evaluat ig According to Pragmatic Criterie

Inferring

1. Physical Systems

2. Events

D. Testing
1. Inferences and Hypotheses

Testing Using Experimental Methods

a. Formulating Hypotheses

b. Defining Operationally

c. Controlling Variables

d. Interpreting Data

42

Level: Third and Fourth Grades

interpieting mood, &rigorous words, imagery. Mule,
tion phrases, loaded words . advertisements. wired
words (ir)

discriminating between opinion and dart (5) iudesrig the
reliability of statements 121) distinguishing fact from
fiction VA) criticizing soperstidone. errors in observation
1211 analysing thouglu habits (5) using like-dislike state-
ments to discriminate relevant from irrelevant facts (60)

learner should give evidence to &upport his claims or
recopise the assumptions made (601 recognising
assumptions in a story (5).

evaluating reasons tor different room arrangements 151
decidine on purchases, recognising the more importent
criteria (21) compare pates Of products, name brands
with others, evaluate rffect of stamps, cotegorize
awash (41)

obserieetk.ns send inferences (46) tracks end traces, des
Placement of water, loss of water by plents, electncal
circuits, shape of cut things RIO

ciptermining if the date of an experience supports a par-
ticular intlaPratation racogMzeng the difference .
between en implication and an inference, esperielly in
literature where reeds, draws inferences from implications
110(21) inferring, generalizing from evidence Ida

testing inferences about climate, doing research to test
inferences (5) the nature of proof, backing up inferences
with evidence (21) applying problern-eoMng and central
thinking skills to social issues WI

obsarystion and hypotheses, conductors 1483

electric circuits, analysis of mixtures, cells end living
;1144;114C:

rolling cylinders, moveinent of Nand., mold, loss of
moisture (46)

guinea pigs, analysis of mixtures, precision eh measure-
ment, interpretation ot Uric! of vision (45)

52



V. JUDGING AND EVALUATING SKILLS Level: Fifth Grade and Beyond

A. COding

1. Words identifying words used tu iudge. impiy, quaLfy 160/
multiple definition WU. vCognizing words used to
influence impact of words 1631 distinguishing between
denotation and connotation, recognizing power of
words (55).

2, Symbols and Abstractions recognizing symbols, discriminating between the
symbol and the thing (63) identifying levels of
abstraction. use of classification for Meaning (55)

B. Judging

1, Critical Reading Skills distinguishing fact from opinion (51! WA (id describing
outhors purpose, porn of view, resersch evidence, make
judgments on validity of author's sutemant (nil wog
razing diffirences in purpose of different papers, magazines.
(di) recognize airtrement and disagreement between two
SOWC011. decide whic is more acceptable, examine
reasons for contradiction, examine for concstency,
freedom from bias. recognize propaganda (ii)(311

2. Assessing Statements Using Logical Criteria probtem recognition, defining issues, recognizing
-eisontptiOni, SUggeeting %Gluttons, identify relevant
sources, identify degree of authority, plc ks out
relevant data, distinguishing fact and opinion, uses
statistics, charts, eraphs, recognizes teas and propa
panda, spots ambiguity fil performing in a panel
discussion,-ettainining source material, supporting
judgMents and rationalization laidit 1 oral speaking,
challenging assumptions, picking out assumptions on
TV news, political speeches 151 distinguishing fact,
opinion, judgment, Inference and eysluate each, des
tinguistr'sound opinion arid those based on fallacies,
misleading comparisons, distinguist, between
reasoned and emotional appeals (5E1 cOmparing
information on a topic to discover rgresment or
disoweernent, making generalizations. (311 identifying
value judgments (49)

C. Inferring

I Ewen% and People

D. Testing
1, Formulating Hypotheses

identification of a valid lharacteristics of, en
WWII means for testing in 'erences (16) inferring from
listening, about setting pisce, people. making inferences
about people end Wilt) events, conducting data coilec I ion,
on most liked subject, least liked subject, etc 15111491
nonuperimental case studies 1401

tasters and non tasters, effso uf fel iiperat Lire on teaction
time (46)

, Defininc perationally determining direction, mass, operational definition of plants
(46) using dependant and independent variables 1401

3. Control) ig Variables

4. interior. ing Data

83

variables affecting chemical reaction, effects of practice
on memorization, nutrition, forgetting and relearning,
reaction titre, growth of Wants 1461

magnetic fields analysis of matures, chanca, contour maps
(46) testing inferences (40) gathering, organizing data,
isolations, variables, relationships between variables.
hYPotheiss testing (24) eapieimanting 1461 interpretino re-
search graphs and charts 151.conuolling and experimenting
recognizing and defining probleme, reinvent information.
hypothesis testing, forming conclusions, recognizing
assumptions (12) distinguishing verifiable and unverifiable
data, determine recency and adtquecy of dina, detects
wort in data, arranges and presents data, recognize when
data is inadequate, reformulates

43



VI. VALUE CLARIFICATION AND
DECISIONMAKING SKILLS Level: Preschool to Second Grade

A. Valuing

t Reporting Feelings

B. Evaluating

1. Beginning Value Analysis

C. Deciding

44

identify thinia one likes, dishen, likes about others,
dislikes, anticipates future sinisfac;ion (36) relates class
things .., home things (30) child uses words awry, mod,
ilappy . sad; child describes a feeling responee to role

Played, Well in'Orde afraid, scared 141 identifying
racial exprarsiona, their eppr °primness 131 choosing an
angry response from others, anticipates what he would
do in a particular social tituatiOn (3)

views situation in another's perspective 1291137) child
dincribse what his mother would like, not like, classify
the helper vs. the helped in situations. identifying action
or series in ambiguous pictures 131 verbelice all people's
desire to be loved, evaluate the correct behavior toviard
shIrchildren tiy selecting appropriate pictures, will
identify how he thinks a child in a picture feels and
identify two ways by which ha knows when his friend
is heppy two occasions when he made someone happy,
someone sad (3)

state problem clearly, list obstacles thri stand in the way
of solving problem, list bust seats in your favor that
will help you. generate possible solutions (17) describing
a group prcblem shown in a picture and generates
solutions 141 describes, economic, political, social pro.
bums 161 given a situation. the learn,' must took at
his own feelings, beliefs, attitudes, thoughts end then
decide what he values decide course of action that
fits with his values 1601



VI. VALUE CLARIFICATION AND
DECISION-MAKING SKILLS Leve : Third and Fourth Grades

A. Valuing

1. Reporting Feelings

B. Evaluating

C. Deciding

reporting emotional I -*tons to problems, hypothetical
situations 1211 matchinv pictures to emotions. Oid playing,
gonerete ways to maks people triendher to you i91

decision making exercises relative to the making of
AITIllfiCa, the metropolitan community, agriculture,
industry and the Indian subcontinent (6)

55
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VI. VALUE CLARIFICATION AND
DECISION-MAKING SKILLS

A. Valuing

I Value (attitude) Clarification

2. Achievement Training

B. Evaluating

I. Behavior

2, Strateg es for Value Analysis

C. Deciding

1. Ethical Decision Making

2. Personal Dec sion Making

Level: Fifth Grade and Beyond

creative exercises how would YOU like to be ie camera.
what does no fence feel like, freedom 1b21 ditarnbe how
it would feel to be Claude Brown, Helen Kotler (52)
value clarification tedsniques ranking, continuum, public
interview, whipping (20) number of ways to answer who
am I question, senses and sensations, blocks to Our
sensing, ambiguity and symbols. either-or, self <Inception
techniques, advertising ploys (32)

recognizing achievemern, searching for causes, recognizing
resources, sitting goals, trying bast method, checking,
lasing ready to change (581 plan experiences for satisfection.
ways of reducing stress 156)

examples of how experience influences behavior. make
as similar, different, describe Simile: behavior with similar
causes, different behavior, how people react to stress (56)
dynamics of group process, roles of members, characteristics
of leader (49) process of development, intelligence,
language (49) friendly, unfriendly behavior. loyalty 149)
identify feelings with respect to people who are different.
concepts of discrimination. stereotype (49) heredity and
environmsnt, conformity of group to norms (49) relativity
of values, questions of values and attitudes 130) values
differ, values originate outside ourselves, values influenced
by people, by environment 1101

data collecting of change in values and interests over
growth, individual differences, sex, ege 149) tools for
studying value change in a group context (49)1551

steps of inferring motivation from behavior, effects
of decisions on others, evaluating information carefully,
recognize self-deception, ordering values, identify source
of values and evaluating them, accepting consequences 001

demonstrate importance of, identify five kinds of personal
influence in decision making, demonstrate influence
that effects children's decision mekinry (49) identify cats
gories of types of decision making, compere two individuals
in decision making twO groups, steps of decision-making
process (49)

5 6



SELECTED HIGHER ORDER COGNITIVE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

c_

1. ACADEMIC PRESCHOOL, THE (BEREITER-ENGEJ_MANN LANGUAGE TRAINING
PROJECT)

Bereiter, C. and S. Engelmann. Teaching Disadvantaged Children in the Preschool.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Preniice.HaU, 1966.

2. ADVENTURES IN DISCOVERY

Holl, A. Teacher's Guide to Adventures in Discovery. New York: Western
Publishing Comoany, 1970.

3. AMELIORATIVE CURRICULUM, THE

Karnes, M. B., et al. The Ameliorative Curriculum: Guilford Activities. Champaign-
Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois, 1970.

4. CHILD (Coordinated Helps in Language Development)

Northam, S. B. (ed.). CHILD (Coordinated Helps in Language DevelopmentLan-
guage Lessons for Kindergarten). Portland, Ore.: Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory, 170,

5. CHILDREN'S THINKING -HEATHCOTE SCHOOL

Heathrow School, Children's Thinking. Scarsdale, N. Y.: Scarsdale Public
Schools, 1963.

6 CONCEPTS AND INQUIRY

Educational Research Council of America. Concepts and Inquiry. Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1970.

7 CONCEPTUAL SKILLS PROGRAM
)

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education. Conceptual Skills Program. Toronto,
Canada: Ontaricrl nstitute for Studies in Education, 1967.

8. COPING CURRICULUM, THE

Macomber, L. P. The Coping CurriculumLearning to Learn Curriculum. Un-
published materials, Temple University, Philadelphia, n.d.

CREATIVE THINKING KITS. A PROGRAM FOR MIDDLE GRADES

Yings, R. C alai S. L. Youngs. Creative Thinking Kits: A Program for Middle
Grades. Normal, Ill.: Youngs and Youngs, 1970.

10. DECISION MAKING

Dodder, C. and B. Dodder. Decision Making. Boston: Beacon Press, 1968.

DEVELOPING COGNITIVE SKILLS IN YOUNG LEARNERS

Classroom Materiais Company. Developing Cgnitive Skills in Yountl_earners.
Great Neck, N. Y.: Classroom Materials Company, 1967.
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12. DIRECT TEACHING OF CRITICAL THINKING IN GRADES FOUR THROUGH SIX
A

Mason, J. M. "The Direct Teaching of Critical Thinking in Grades Four Through
Six," Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1:319-328, 1963.

13. EARLY CHILDHOOD DISCOVEliY MATERIALS

Bank Street College of Education. Early Childhood Discovery Materials. -New YorIc
Macndllan Company, 1969.

14. EARLY LEARNING CURRICULUM, AN

Resnick, L. B. Dor of an Early Learning Curriulurri Pittsburgh: Learning
Research and Development Center, University o Pittsburgh, 1967.

15. ELEMENTARY SCIENCE STUDY

Education Development Cenier. Elementary Sciente Study. Manchester, Mo.:
Webster Division. McGraw-Hill Book ComPeny, 1966.

16. EXAMPLARY UNIT ON INFERENCE EVALUATION, AN

Saadth, I. "The Teacher and the Development of Critical Th;nking," Jot:r.ral of
Research and Development in Education! 3:87-9E, 1969.

17. FAMILY LIVING SERIES: ABOUT YOU

Cosgrove, M. C. and M. I. Jowly. About YouFaniily LiviaSeriLis. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1952.

19. FIVE-DAY COURSE IN THINKING, THE

de Bono, E. The Fiveday Course in Thinking. New York: .9asic Books 2,67.

19. FROSTIG PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF VIS;AL PERCEPT 1, 7rIE

Frostig, M. Frostig Program for the Development of Visual Perception. Chicago:
Follett, 1964.

20. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT LAB

Pennsylvania Advancement School. Human Development Lab. Philadelphia:
Pennsylvania Advancement School, 1969.

s.!

21. IDEABOOKS

Myers, R. E. and E. P. Torrance. Can You Imagine? Boston: Ginn and Company, 1 3.

Myers, R. E. and E. P. Torrance. For Those Who Wonder, Boston: Ginn and Company,
-1 6.

Myers, R. E. and E. P. forrance. invitations to Speaking and Writing Creatively.
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1962.

Myers, R. E. and E. P. Torrance. Invitations to Thinking and Doing. Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1961.

Myers, R. E. and E. P. Torrance. Plots, Puzzles, arid Ploys. Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1966.

Myers, R. E. end E. P. Torrance. Stretch. Minneapolis: Perceptive, 19



patz,

22. IMAGI/CRAFT SERIES

Cunhintildn, B. F. and E. P. Torrance. image/Craft Series. Boston: Gino end
Company, 1965.

23.1MPROVEMENT OF PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESSES

Johnson: D. M. lAtze.tement of Problem SOM ProallINS. East Lensing, Mich.'
Michigan State University, 1

24. INQUIRY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Suchman, J. R. The Elamentery School Training PrOiffWI in Scwnttfic Inquiry.
Champaign-Urbana, III.: University of Illinois, 1002.

25. INQUIRY, DIkOVERY AND INVENTION

Merrick, P. D. liquiry. Discovery and Invention. Son Leandro. CaIit. -. Educational
Science CouItwiiJi969.

26. INQUISITIVE GAUES: EXPLORING'NOMBER AND SPACE

Sprigle, H. A.. In Ws's...at it_elWomberand it. Chicago Science
Research Associates. 1968.

27. LEARNING READINESS SYSTEM

Scott. R., et al. Learning Reacess ern-Classification and Striation Kit.
Evanston, lii.. Harper and Row, 1968.

28. LEARNING TO THINK SERIES

Thurstone, T. G. Learriiing to Think Series. Chicago: Science Research Associates,
J967. .

29. LET'S LOOK AT CHILD,REN

Let's Cook aithildren. PrIrevton, N. J.: Educational Testing Service, 1965.

30. MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY

Education Development Center. Man. A Course of Study. Cambridge, Mass.:
Education Development Center. 1968.

31 MAN AND COMMUNITIES PROGRAM

Fideier. R_ E., et al. lads.). Man and _Communities, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Fideler
Company, 1970.

32. MAN THE MEANING MAKER

Latoureite, J R Man the Meaning Maker. Boston: Beacon Press, 1969.

33. MILWAUKEE SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Milwaukee Public. Schools. Proyeam for Developing *men and Lanou0e Skills
in the Educationally Deprived Chiki Throtit the Utilization Of the Specialized
TraininM Speech Tterel i Is Milwaukte: Milwaukee Public Schools,
Division of Curriculum and Instruction, 1968.
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34. MINNEMAST PROJECT .

Werntz, J. Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teachirj Project (MINNEMAST).
Minneapohs: University olMinnesots, 1970..

X NATIONAL kHOOLS PROJECT

Williams, F.E. ClAssroom Ideas for Encoureginj Thinking and Feeling. Buffalo,
N. Y.: D.O.K. Publishers, 1970.

36. OPEN COURT KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

&welter, C., A. Hughes, and V. Anderson. The Open COLIft Kindergarten Program.
LaSalle, ill.; Open Court Publishing Company, 1970.

37. PEABODY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT KITS

38.

Dunn, L. M., .1. O. Smith, and K. B. Horton. Peabody Languige Development Kits.
Circle Pines, Minn.: American Guidance Service, 1966.

PERRY PRESCHOOL PROJECT

Weikart, D. P., et al Longitudinal Results of the Ypsilanti Perry Preschool ProjeCt.
Ypsilanti, Mich.: High/Scope Educational Research Foundat)on, 1970.

Weikart, D. P. (ed.). Preschool Intervention: Preliminary Report of the Perrv
Preschool Project. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Campus Publishers, 1987.

39. PLANNING FOR CHA

Center for Urban Educati n. Planning for : A Course in Urban Polititis and
Neighborhood Plan for the Fourth and Fifth Grades in New Yeti( City's
Public &hoots. New ork: C. Richard Hatch Associates, 1968.

40. PROBLEM SOLVING IN MAT MATICS

Robinson, P. G. and G. T. E ns. Problem Solvillfl in Mathematics: Understanding
Problems. Toronto, nada: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1971.

41. PROBLEM SOLVING IN saCIAL STUDIES: .A..MODEL LESSON

Oklahoma City Public Schools. Problem Solving in Social Stud es: A Model Lesson.
Oklahoma City: Oklahn-la City Public Schools, 1969.

42, PROCESS/CONCEPT SCIENCE SERIES

Aikrnan, J. led.) Process/Concept Sience Series. Westchester, Ill.: Benefic Press,
1970.

43. PRODUCTIVE THINKING PROGRAM

Covington, M. V., R. S. Crutchfield, and L. B. Davies. The Productive Thinking
Program? Berkeley, Calif.: Brazelton Printing ComOany, 1966.

44. READING-THINKING SKILLS

Money, E. S. Reading-Thinking Skills. Elizabethtown, Pa.: Continental Press, 1968.
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45. SCHOLASTIC STUDY SKILLS BOOKS

Beech, L. Ask and Answer. !low York : Scholastic Magazines and Book Services.
1968.

Beech. L. Readnv_WithousWords. New York: Scholastic Magazines and Book
Services. 1968.

Beech. L. Study Time Streamlined. New York: SchOlastic Magazines end Boak
Servicesk, 196a .

Scholastic Magazines. Map Skills Project Book II. New York: Scholastic Book
Services, 1964.

Hunt, L. Map Skills Project Book III. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1965.

46: SCIENcEA PROCESS APPROACH

American Association for the A4vancement of Science. ScienceA Process Approach.
New York: Rem* Corporation, 1968.

47. SCIENCE CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT STUDY (SCIS)

Karplus, R. and H. D. Thier. Science Curriculum Improvement Study. Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1969.

48. SENSE AND TELL

49.

Marshall, J. S., I. Podendort, and C. Schwartz. Sense and Tell. Glenview,
Scott.Foresnian and Company, 19613.'

SOCIAL SCIENCE LABORATORY UNITS

Lippitt, R.. R. Fox, and L. Schaible. Social Science Laboratory Units. Chicago:
Science Research Associates. 1969.

50. SRA BASIC SKILLS SERIES

Naslund, R. A. and R. E. Servey. Organizing and Reporting Skins: OR II. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1962.

51. SRA LISTENING SKILLS PROGRAM

Bracken, D. K., J. D. Hays, and C. J. Bridges. Listening Skills Proram Intermediate
'Level lib. Tulsa, Ok.: International Teaching Tapes, 1968.

52. SYNECTICS EDUCATION SYSTEMS

Synectics, Inc. Makinj It Strange 1, 2, 3, 4 New York: Harper and Row, 1967.

Synectics Education Systems. The Art of the PossibLe. Cambridge, Maas.:
Synectics Education Systems, 1969,

Synectics Education Systems. Making it Whole. Cambridge, Mass.: Synectics
Education Systems, 1969.

Synectz Education Systems. Facts end Quesses. Cambridge, Mass.: Synectics
Education Systems, 1969.

Synectics Education Systems. The Invent-0-148ms Book. Cambridge. Mass.:
Synectics Education Systems, 1969.
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53. TABA SOCIAL STUDIES quRRicuum, THE

Taba, H., M. C. Durkin, and J. Fr/onkel BiLlika_figgigataissztiodua
clan mania Park, Calif.:. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969.

54, TEACHING GIFTED ELEMENTARY PUPILS HOW TO DO RESEARCH

Torrance, E. P. and R. E. Myers. Teachingtt.d Elementary Pupils How to Do Re-
search. Eugene. Ore.: Perceptive, 962.

55, TEACHING PACKET ON CRITICAL THINKING, A

Vaux, S. A Teaching Packet on Critical Thinking. Unpublished materials, Edina
Public Schools, Edina, Minnesota, 1910.

56. TEACHING PROGRAM IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND MENTAL HEALTH, A

Ojemann, R. H., F. H. Dykstra, and K. R. Pritchett. A Teaching Program in Human ,

Behavior and Mental HealthHandbook V for Fifth Grade Teachers.
Cleveland: Educational Research Council of America, 1969.

57. TEACHING SCIENTIFIC THEORY TO FIRST GRADE PUPILS

Keislar, E. R. and J. D. McNeil. "Teaching Scientific Theory to First Grade Pupils
by Auto-instructional Device," Harvard Educational Review: 31:73-83,1961.

56. THINKING AND WRITING: AN INDUCTIVE PROGRAM IN COMPOSITION

Fournier:- R. Thinkin and Writin Seriesiductive Pro ram in Composition,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969.

59. THINKING CREATIVELY:' A GUIDE TO TRAINING IMAGINATION

Davis, G. A. and S. E. Houtman. Thinking Creatively: A Guide to Training
Imagination. Madison, Wisco Wisconsin Research and Development

- Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin, 1968.

GO. THINKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Wassermann. S., J. Wassermarm, and L. E. Raths. The Thinking Box. Westchester,
:" Benefic Press, 1969.

61 TRY EXPERIENCES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

Manolakes al, TRY! Experiences for Young Child en. New York: Noble
and e, 1967.

62. TUTORIAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM TO DEVELOP ABSTRACT THINKING IN
SOCIALLY DISADVANTAGED SCHOOL-CH1LDREN

Blank, M. and F. Solomon. "A Tutorial Language Program to Develop Abstract
Thinking in Socially Disadvantaged School Children," Child Development,
39: 379-390,1968.

63. UNDE RSTANDING LANGUAGE SKILLS

Born, T. Understandin9 Language 1, 2, 3, 4. Middletown, Conn.: American
Education Publications, 1969.
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TEACHING STRATEGIES DOCUMENTS

Creamer, M. C.. Study Skills. Glassboro, N. J.: Curriculum Development
Council fie Southern New Jessay. Glassboro State College, I RS&

IL Johns. E. end D. MoC. Fraser. "Social Studies Skills: A Guide to Anal% it and Grade
Plecoment7 Skill Development in Sodal Studis H. Carpenter WathinfilDn,

D. D. C.: National Council lot the Social Studias.1963.

a ilL DuBs L. W.,, et al. TeachkILCritical Thinkkm in the Elementery Schooll Columbus,
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